When the employers, never letting human rights stand in the way of their profits, refused to agree to the demands of the striking workers, the Maritime Federation called a strike. The employers, who are described as "capitalist press attacks workers," responded by setting down the pickets and arresting those who refused to leave.

UNIONS SUCCEED IN ANTI-PICKET FIGHT

Public Hearings
Bergoff Spy Tricks Bared

Professional Smugglers, Movers, and Specialized Labor

Another phase of the strike has revealed a pattern of thefts by "break strikers" during the picketing of the San Francisco waterfront. These thefts, which have taken place in several of the most active ports, have been reported to the authorities.

Publicity

The strike is over and a new election will be held. The strikers will then be able to make the ship strike effective.

UNIONS BAN DICTATORS

Picket Lines Hold Shipowners at Bay

Owners Plot New Marine Chains

The employers have refused to agree to the demands of the striking workers. The Maritime Federation called a strike.

Maritime Federation!

Rights of citizens are protected by the Constitution. But the Constitution is often overridden by the courts.

HEAR CASES

Washington, D.C., November 30: The three hundred private guards with their gas guns, riot police, and others who are assisting the shipowners in preventing the strike have been called the "gang." The guards are not members of the union and have been hired by the employers.

RIGHTS

Gunmen on Streets Hold Shipowners at Bay

Owners Plot New Marine Chains

The employers have refused to agree to the demands of the striking workers. The Maritime Federation called a strike.

Maritime Federation!

Rights of citizens are protected by the Constitution. But the Constitution is often overridden by the courts.

HEAR CASES

Washington, D.C., November 30: The three hundred private guards with their gas guns, riot police, and others who are assisting the shipowners in preventing the strike have been called the "gang." The guards are not members of the union and have been hired by the employers.
Ryan Works For Owners

Ryan Breaks All Union

Ryan's New Orleans

Ryan Plays Big

With Boss

STRIKE GOES ON

Unions Continue To

Picket Ships In Gulf

A full day's work for 11 cents, 50 hours of labor a week for $1.25—are these the wages being paid Southern women and children for making the $1.18-candle

with backgrounds that have fundamentals in common—are being paid, in fact? A working woman is an alien, in a sense, in the community. She is at the mercy of her employer, and she is

subject to exploitation. That is why the I.A.L.A., with its aid, is fighting for higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions for all women in the Gulf Coast region.

In Atlantic Coast, where the Gulf Coast women have been joined by the I.A.L.A., the strikers have established the right of women to organize and bargain collectively for their wages and working conditions.

In the Gulf Coast, the women have been joined by the I.A.L.A., which is fighting for higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions for all women in the Gulf Coast region.

The employers immediately saw that a strike by the women would make it impossible for them to carry on their business, and they began to make offers to the workers. The women, however, refused to accept these offers, and the strike continued.

In the meantime, the I.A.L.A. continued to support the strikers, and the women continued to work. The employers were forced to give in, and the strike was settled on favorable terms.

The women won their strike, and the I.A.L.A. was able to organize the women in the Gulf Coast region. This was a great victory for the working women of the Gulf Coast region, and it was a victory for the I.A.L.A., which is fighting for better working conditions for all women.

Huge War Industries

Flourish For Dupont

War industries are flourishing today as they have never flourished before. The Great War, bringing prospects of huge profits and dividends to the few fortunate stockholders of the war industries, has created a situation in which the workers are being exploited and denied their rights.

The war industries, controlled by a small group of stockholders, are reaping the profits of the war, while the workers are being exploited. The workers, who are doing the actual work, are paid a pittance, and their working conditions are terrible. The war industries are a substitute for fair wages and working conditions, and they are a menace to the country.

Women And Children

Exploited At Homes

In a single year, the number of children employed in the beet fields, and other industries, has increased from 759,300 to 5,939,000. This is a pall of gloom hanging over the American women, as the young workers are in a macabre mood.

The Child Labor Committee is asking for help in the ratification of the 100% Union record. The 100% Union record is a testament to the workers' struggle for better working conditions.

Salesmen Demand

Working Agreement

The employers and the workers have not come to an agreement yet. The employers have offered to pay higher wages, but the workers have rejected the offer. The workers are demanding a working agreement, and the employers are refusing to negotiate.

The situation is tense, and there is a possibility of a strike. The workers are determined to get a better working agreement, and they are not willing to accept anything less.
Seattle P.I. Contract Signed
San Francisco Paper Agrees to Guild Terms
UNION WINS OUT
President Hill Says Victory "Greatest"

The Seattle Weekly—a formal organ of the Seattle Federation of Paper Workers, has carried the news of the agreement which was signed by the publishers of the San Francisco Examiner and the San Francisco Chronicle.

The Seattle Guild has increased the amount of its membership, and the San Francisco Guild has added over 1,000 workers to its rolls. The deal for San Francisco was agreed to by the employers in the early hours of this morning. The Seattle Guild, on the other hand, was not available for comment at the time of going to press.

Catalonian Workers Take Over Industry

"The workers have shown an enthusiasm and a capacity for organization which is equal to or even surpassing the best examples of similar movements in other countries. The government is composed of men who have proved their heroic endurance in the face of the most trying circumstances. The government is composed of men who have proved their heroic endurance in the face of the most trying circumstances.

Our workers have shown an enthusiasm and a capacity for organization which is equal to or even surpassing the best examples of similar movements in other countries.

Meanwhile international workers' organizations are working to support the Spanish workers. In this respect the government has been strongly supported by the United States, as well as by Canada and Germany.

The Seattle Guild has increased the amount of its membership, and the San Francisco Guild has added over 1,000 workers to its rolls. The deal for San Francisco was agreed to by the employers in the early hours of this morning. The Seattle Guild, on the other hand, was not available for comment at the time of going to press.

Women Denounce Owner Redrafting

At its latest meeting the auxiliary presented a strong resolution in redrafting a woman's strike for the Glacier and American companies. The resolution pointed out that the women had been neglecting the strike, and that the auxiliary was united upon and presented to the company that the women's strike was invalid. The resolution was carried without a division.
VOICE OF THE FEDERATION
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The strike wave on the East Coast is mounting higher and higher. Labor is hoping that the miserable and wretched I. U. S. may be kept down so that a judicious and responsible body of Hunter and his cohorts, has turned into a boodle for these men.
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Union Meetings
San Francisco
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It is necessary to receive

it is necessary to receive

writers of letters to Rank

writers of letters to Rank

writers of letters to Rank

the Federation at least a
the Federation at least a

reason of a two day

reason of a two day

reason of a two day

week in advance of the meetings,
week in advance of the meetings,

week in advance of the meetings,

if the writer will take

if the writer will take

if the writer will take

the precaution of mailing

the precaution of mailing

the precaution of mailing

the letter in time to receive
the letter in time to receive

the letter in time to receive

a sufficient number of

equal copies to enable the

equal copies to enable the

equal copies to enable the

speakers to get a complete

speakers to get a complete

speakers to get a complete

knowledge of the subject

knowledge of the subject

knowledge of the subject

in which the letter is

in which the letter is

in which the letter is

written.

written.

written.

Without a Card

I ought to get a large sum for
certain letters to Rank

I ought to get a large sum for
certain letters to Rank

I ought to get a large sum for
certain letters to Rank

It is certainly the duty of
every member to support

every member to support

every member to support

his own organization.

his own organization.

his own organization.
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GULF FRAME-UP

Editor:

Under the pretense of

February, 1936.
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even before the

even before the
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conference in which the

conference in which the

conference in which the
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other maritime unions

other maritime unions
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were present, they

were present, they
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have been unable to

have been unable to
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begun our campaign.
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Your fractious members will
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be handled
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with no mercy
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San Pedro ARTA Picket Lines Solid

Stars operations are being completely halted at the San Pedro ARTA. According to the dispute involving National Maritime Union and the Port of Los Angeles, the workers have chosen to stop operations.

Strikers Hope To Construct Powerful List

The following resolution was brought to the membership of the National Maritime Union, and was adopted by a vote of 9 to 1.

"The National Maritime Union is determined to construct a powerful list of names. This list will be used as a tool for our continued struggle with the employers."

A Resolution

The resolution states that the union is committed to constructing a powerful list to be used in their ongoing struggle with the employers. The resolution is supported by a vote of 9 to 1.

The national maritime union is determined to construct a powerful list of names to be used as a tool for their continued struggle with the employers. The resolution is supported by a vote of 9 to 1.


details about the resolution and the plans for constructing the list have not been provided in the given text.
The shipowners' strategy is obvious: to leave the ships idle until the force of public opinion has made no adequate defense possible. •••••••
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Owners Cheat Tax

(Continued from Page 4) attorneys fails to reveal any law which requires such com-
panies to pay any taxes on their respective properties in order to be in force until 1955.

In fact, there is no single trustworthy company oper-
ating vessels registered in California, pays any taxes on these vessels to the state, or to any city or county within the state.

So we have this picture: an international conspiracy to get vessels from the government for little or nothing. They secure a govern-
ment subsidy in the form of a tax-free free license or permit. They then use these ships to make their business deals. They build and sell them the ships, allowing them twenty years of tax exemption from the state, or whatever is the case, for them, at an absurdly low rate of interest. If they are registered in California, no taxes are payable on them. How long is the public going to stand for this state of affairs? The unions would like to know.
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Slander At Anti-Picket Discussion

Broadcast Presented To People

Facts of Maritime Deadlock Given

OWNERS BLAMED

3 Companies Forced Out Maritime Workers

Question: John or any other who knew the facts. I am not interested in the question of what interests are being served by the Pacific Coast boatmen. But there are interests who profit by keeping the waterways congested with strikes and other controversies. I want to know what is being served by keeping the waterways closed.

Answer: Well, I tell you this. The same thing that the boats are used for working and bringing in the product for the benefit of the public.

Question: Who do you mean by the public?

Answer: We see it as the public that we are serving.

Question: And just three examples of how the public is being served by this strike.

Answer: I know of no examples where the public has been served.

Six Striker Men Arrested For Picketing

RANSFORD—The striking workers at the Dollar Building on 2nd Street and Market Street, in San Francisco, were arrested for alleged violation of the law and were taken to the county jail. The police say that the workers were attempting to prevent the entry of goods into the building.

Striker Gives U.C. Students Unions' Stand

San Francisco—The strikers have appealed to the University of California for support. The University has refused to support the strikers, and their followers have been refused permission to hold a meeting in the University. The strikers have appealed to the students of the University for support.

Huge Mass Meeting Is Scheduled

TUESDAY WILL BE PRECEDED BY PARADE SAT.

INFORM PUBLIC

Unions Demonstrate Public Stake In Strike

Preparations are being made to hold the first public meeting on the morning of Tuesday, March 10. The meeting will be preceded by a parade. The parade will include members of all the maritime unions and their representatives in San Francisco. The parade will stop at the Firemen's Hall, where addresses will be made by the union leaders. The parade will then proceed down Market Street and stop again at the Firemen's Hall.

Many speakers for the maritime unions will be present. Some of these speakers will be the leaders of the ILA, IWW, IBEW, IBEW, and the AF of L. The speakers will be introduced by members of the maritime unions.

DEAD 30 YEARS

Reactions Favor Anti-Picket Law

SAN FRANCISCO, CALE.—At meeting Monday afternoon, 2nd St., in the chambers of the Board of Supervisors, representatives of maritime unions represented their views on the anti-picketing law. A resolution was introduced by The Newspaper Guild of Northern California favoring repeal of the anti-picketing law which has been inactive since it was passed. The resolution was introduced by the representatives of the maritime unions and the mayor's office.

The resolution was introduced by the representatives of the maritime unions.

STRIKE TO WIN

Laborers' Union To Give $20,000 TO WEARY WORKERS

Alameda, Calif.—The Alameda Laborers' Union has been given the sum of $20,000 to be given to the strikers in Alameda. The union has been given the sum by the Alameda Laborers' Union.

IN politics SAYS BRIDGES

SEATTLE, Wash.—President Harry Bridges of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union said yesterday that the Pacific Coast can be kept in virtual peace only if the union is allowed to operate in peace. The president said that the union is the only organization that can keep the peace in the region.

NOTICE OF MEETING

The members of the Alameda Laborers' Union are invited to attend the meeting, which will be held at the Alameda Laborers' Union Hall, 2nd and Broadway, Alameda, at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

West Coast Strike Meeting

SAN FRANCISCO.—A meeting will be held on Thursday, March 12, at the Alameda Laborers' Union Hall, 2nd and Broadway, Alameda, at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will be attended by the members of the Alameda Laborers' Union.
BENDIX WORKERS MARCH OUT SHOUTING

4,400 Union Workers Use Sit Down Strike To Secure Recognition

Public Strike Sympathy Prevents Company From Utilizing Poison Gas

SOUTH BEND, Ind.—Flash! South Bend City Police. "The Bendix Company will not use poison gas or other means to force the return of its 4,400 workers in an labor-hating company to terms which finally brought this Automobile Workers Union. With means the death-knell to the notorious company union. was forced this week to come to a settlement under which and intimidate workers before the relatives, friends and sweethearts
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